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SWC 2015 $393,897 Awarded 21 Grants  
 

2015 Grants Awarded by Smithsonian Women’s Committee 
The all-volunteer Smithsonian Women’s Committee (SWC) researches and awards competitive grants to 
Smithsonian projects that open knowledge, adventure and discovery to the world. Funding for grants comes 
primarily from SWC’s two signature events: the Smithsonian Craft Show and Craft2Wear. An annual request for 
proposals goes out to all 19 Smithsonian museums, programmatic offices, scientific facilities, libraries, and the 
National Zoo. Applications undergo a rigorous investigation and evaluation by committee members. The final 
grantees are selected by full committee vote. Each of the following grants, awarded in January 2015, addresses 
one or more of the Smithsonian’s Grand Challenges: Unlocking the Mysteries of the Universe, Valuing World 
Cultures, Understanding and Sustaining a Biodiverse Planet, and Understanding the American Experience. 
 

In January 2015, the SWC awarded 21 grants totaling $393,897. 

 

We are extremely grateful to the generous individuals, corporations and foundations that helped make these 
grants possible through their participation, contributions, and support. 
 

FOR EDUCATION  
National Museum of African Art ($7,600) for fabrication of two mobile carts for its ARTCARTS! Program to 
serve as hands-on gallery stations outfitted with teaching objects and staffed with trained volunteer museum 
guides in order to introduce visitors to the museum and deepen their understanding of the exhibits. 
 
National Air and Space Museum/Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center ($4,500) to train thirty five secondary school 
teachers to use NASM resources in the classroom by introducing the teachers to the museum's assets, in a 
week long program, with the aim of increasing the reach of the museum and potentially inspiring future 
aviators. 
 
Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service/ Smithsonian Asian Pacific American Center ($13,800) to 
develop a "Facilitated Dialogue Toolkit" for exhibitors hosting “Beyond Bollywood: Indian Americans Shape the 
Nation” to engage visitors in productive civic dialogue surrounding race, immigration and what it means to be 
an "American," thus increasing the impact of the exhibition as it travels over for the next five years in the US 
and India. 
 
National Zoological Park ($29,500) to create an exhibition kiosk, online campaign, and educational programs 
for increasing awareness of the threat to biodiversity from wildlife trafficking, focusing on confiscated ivory and 
the threat of elephant poaching, and also to develop materials for volunteers and to connect this threat to 
biodiversity with the many species in the Zoo. 
 
Anacostia Community Museum ($9,300) for innovative educational materials and programs to enhance the 
multidimensional exhibit, How the Civil War Changed Washington, DC, to focus on the social, spatial, and 
demographic impact of the war and the resulting transformation of our nation's capital with the building of 
forts, the role of immigrants, development of city services, race, and neighborhood change.  
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The Smithsonian Associates /Discovery Theater ($34,975) for Mother Earth and Me, a series of interactive 
performances and programs introducing young audiences to themes and topics that are part of school curricula 
and including the care of mother earth in tales about its solar system and its animal inhabitants though music, 
dance, and creative play, with emphasis on the human responsibility for nature.  
 

 
 

 
FOR RESEARCH 
National Zoological Park/SCBI ($21,950) to develop a detailed annotated genome of the Asian elephant to 
facilitate assessment of the population history of our managed populations, including their relatedness and 
family structure, in order to improve the understanding of the genetic basis of health problems that put zoo 
populations of Asian elephants at risk.  
 
National Zoological Park/SCBI ($18,020) to develop new and advanced technology to tranquilize and capture 
endangered wildlife, using remotely controlled drones for tracking and darting animals from an aerial position, 
in order to avoid endangerment to humans and wildlife and to improve the ability to treat the animals and to 
observe them in their natural habitats. 
 
Smithsonian Environmental Research Center ($30,500) for professional training via internships for five US and 
international students interested in the field of environmental sciences and education for the promotion of 
long term networking collaborations between the students and SI that will encourage new environmental 
stewards for the future 
 
Anacostia Community Museum ($12,000) for an assistant to the curator to do research in the archive in 
preparation for the celebration of the museum's 50th anniversary in 2017, to show how the museum expanded 
its mission from a neighborhood museum to include African- American art and culture, to a focus on 
contemporary urban communities, and to make important archival information publically available through its 
web portal, oral histories, video, and public programs. 
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FOR EXHIBITIONS 
National Museum of Natural History/ Invertebrate Zoology ($22,699) for the  production of mid-ocean 
animals for the central art piece of the NMNH BioCube exhibit to open Nov. 2015, in order to enhance the 
immersive, three dimensional experience of the visitor and to demonstrate the strangeness of the mid- ocean. 
 
National Museum of American History ($28,550) to create a new interactive program with a costumed 
interpreter who would perform at NMNH five days a week, May-November, 2015,and who would present the 
history of how female bike riding changed clothing and life style for women in the late 1800s, with costumes, 
props, and the development of classroom materials.  
 
National Portrait Gallery ($8,150) to frame 5 significant charcoal and acrylic portraits of notable Puerto Rican 
subjects by artist Antonio Martorell that illuminate history through visual biography and will rotate into recent 
acquisition exhibits, thus fulfilling the NPG's goal to diversify both subjects and artists in its collection. 

 

 
 
FOR CONSERVATION 
Smithsonian Institution Libraries/Cooper Hewitt Museum Library ($9,200) to conserve 16 soft cover "six 
pence" toy books and 13 rare hardcover editions designed between 1868 and 1909 by the influential British 
Arts and Crafts artist, Walter Crane, to include repairs by a contract conservator for preservation of these 
valuable art works so that they can be handled, digitized, and made available to the public.  
 
Smithsonian American Art Museum ($12,000) for a three-month fellowship for an advanced graduate student 
in art conservation to assist with the conservation of The Woman Eating sculpture to be conducted while the 
sculpture is on view, and to create a program for teachers emphasizing the interdisciplinary nature of art 
conservation. 
 
National Museum of Natural History ($22,000) to digitize, edit, and publish a hand written dissertation on the 
anatomy of the baleen whale head, written 1968-2004, and based on specimens at SI's Marine Mammal 
Collection, to include illustrated figures for making an anatomical atlas of this little known and poorly 
understood part of the whale.   
 
Archives of American Art ($21,881) for two conservation interns to conserve professionally the scrapbooks of 
the Macbeth Gallery, the first commercial art gallery devoted solely to American Art, to include exhibition 
catalogs with prices and notes that document the market for American art, and to be made be available to 
researchers and the public through digitization and online access on the Archive's website. 
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Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute ($15,850) to improve and publicly debut an online ecosystem climate 
regulation services calculator to estimate the climate-regulation value of ecosystems anywhere on earth that 
can tell you, for example, that the cutting of 100 square feet of forest has the same environmental impact as 
driving across country, and has applications in education, conservation, climate change policy, and green 
business. 

 

 
 
FOR EQUIPMENT AND CAPITAL PROJECTS 
 
National Museum of Natural History ($34,769) to purchase its own state of the art copy stand and digital 
photographic system for the new Collections Program Digitization Center which will improve the rate at which 
collections are currently digitized by photographing specimens and labels in rapid- capture approach and 
adding the data to the museum's database. 
 
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute ($19,985) to purchase and install an upgraded under water web 
camera that can rotate, tilt, magnify, and is equipped with a microphone and lights for observation of the 
underwater ecosystem at STRI's Galeta Point Marine Laboratory to teach visitors, especially school children, 
about the critical importance of tropical marine ecosystems, including coral reefs, sea grass beds, and 
mangrove forests, and the diverse creatures they support.  
 
Office of Under Secretary for Science ($16,668) for the purchase of equipment and contract services to make 
an informational video about the Marine Global Earth Observatories, a recently established collaborative effort 
to publicize its work toward standardization of biological measurement in coastal ecosystems and to pilot a 
new  Citizen Science engagement program.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


